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Abstract
The era of 5G networks is approaching fast and its commercialization is planned for 2020. However, there are still numerous
aspects that need to be solved and standardized before an average end-user can benefit from them on a daily basis. The 5G
technology is supposed to be faster, provide services of higher quality, and better address the evolving needs of customers.
As a consequence, 5th generation network needs to be implemented with efficiency and flexibility in mind, and thus, it fits
well with the concepts of virtualization which enable sharing of physical resources among different operators, services, and
applications. In this paper, we present an overview of these concepts, resulting from our discussions, i.e. between academic
researchers and active network architects, and we describe the operation of a model that is most likely to emerge in such a
complex network environment.

Keywords 5G networks · Resource sharing in wired and wireless networks ·Network function virtualization ·Orchestration ·
Infrastructure abstraction

1 Introduction

The upcoming Olympic Games, i.e. 2018 Winter Olympics
in South Korea, and 2022 in China, as well as, 2020 Summer
Olympics in Japan [1], combinedwith the bandwidth-hungry
social communication models (omnipresent voice and video
transmissions accompanied by cloud-based photo sharing
and extended reality services) stimulate the demand for 5th
generation wireless network (abbreviated 5G) technology,
which was defined by The 5G Infrastructure Public Pri-
vate Partnership (5G PPP) in the form or Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) [2], that compare the envisioned 5G net-
works to the networks that are currently utilized. 1000 times
higher data volume per geographical area, up to 100 times
higher typical user data rates, and less than 1 ms end-to-end
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latency, are just the examples illustrating the highly-advanced
challenges that need to be tackled in the upcoming years.
Therefore, the technology behind 5G architecture is expected
to provide few fold improvement with regard to capacity
and delay when compared with networks of previous gen-
erations. Moreover, 5G it is being designed to be resistant
to performance degradation associated with large numbers
of simultaneous users, allowing for Machine-to-Machine
(M2M) [3] [X1] and Internet of Things (IoT) [4] to blossom.

It is envisaged that 5G networks need to deliver neces-
sary and fundamental facilities for further development of
various vertical sectors of industry and economy. Follow-
ing [5], five key verticals have been identified, i.e. e-health,
factories for the future, automotive, energy, and media and
entertainment sectors. One may observe that stable provi-
sion of numerous services for the stakeholders originating
from those identified industry sectors will only be possible
when the network architecture and the implemented techno-
logical solutions are able to precisely reflect stringent and
often contradictive requirements. For example, in the case of
media-and-entertainment, the expected values of supported
user mobility may be much more demanding as compared
to, e.g. the energy sector. Similarly, the requirements on the
positioning accuracy in the case of the automotive sector
could generally be highly challenging, but it will not usu-
ally be the case in metering the energy consumption area.
The variety of examples that can be provided in that respect
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should be treated as evidence for the need for flexible and
adaptive solutions. 5G network architecture should enable
the implementation of distributive and elastic allocation of
vertical-industry specific network functions [5].

The future of communication networks will be shaped by
the requirements imposed by theKeyPerformance Indicators
identified above, that entail the on-going development of new
paradigms for flexible yet accurate designs of access and core
parts of network architecture. The application of virtualiza-
tion techniques together with further expansion of software
defined (radio) networks are among the possible enablers
[6–9]. Moreover, extremely demanding values of expected
data rates, stated in the KPIs, lead to the development of
new radio access solutions (such as the utilisation of mil-
limetre waves [10,11], massive MIMO schemes [12,13], or
newwaveforms [14], and to the design of a novel approaches
towards spectrum usage and regulation (such as the already
mentioned use of higher frequencies and flexible spectrum
management allowing for spectrum sharing [15–18], etc.).
All these changes also have to be reflected by standardisa-
tion bodies, such as The 3rd Generation Partnership Project
(3GPP), which plan to release the first standard defining the
5G network by the year 2020 [19].

Having in mind the plethora of possible technical solu-
tions on one side and the variety of demands originated from
different verticals on the other, in this paper, we concentrate
on one specific aspect of 5G architecture, i.e. virtualisation
and sharing paradigms. Our motivation for this selection is
at least threefold. First, there are many scientific activities
currently pursued around the world regarding the virtualisa-
tion of wireless communication networks. It is worthwhile to
mention the European Commission funded projects, such as
COHERENT [20–22] that concentrates on network abstrac-
tion and utilization of annotated network graphs to enhance
network virtualization, 5GNORMA [23] focused at dynamic
adaptive sharing of network resources between operators,
5G Superfluidity [24–26] that aims at proposing a cloud-
based concept which will allow for innovative use cases of
5G networks, as well as, activities initiated by the National
Science Foundation in the United States [27]). Second, the
key industry players (such asmobile network operators) fore-
saw high benefits from the application of virtualisation in the
context of wireless communication networks. This obser-
vation is proved by recent press releases on so-called 5G
trials [28]. Finally, numerous solutions under the umbrella of
network virtualisation have already been applied with great
success in practice, however, these refer mainly to backbone
parts of the communication networks (e.g. virtualisation of
core IP/MPLS networks by telecommunications operators),
as well as, data centres (e.g. virtualisation of operating sys-
tems). In the area of wireless networks, examples of such
practices are established by the presence and popularity of the
so-calledMobileVirtualNetworkOperators (MVNOs), or by

the infrastructure sharing among geographically overlapping
operatorswith the aimof capital expenditures (CAPEX) opti-
misation, enabling the emergence of service providers that
have neither network infrastructure, nor frequency spectrum
of their own. This evolution entails significant changes in
networkmanagement, deployment and development, but it is
only possible due to the accurate implementation of resource
virtualisation and sharing concepts. Although the application
of network sharing approaches in 5G networks seems to be
generally well-justified, many aspects need to be discussed
in detail, and the pros and cons of these concepts need to be
evaluated.

The objective of this review and position paper is to
summarize and discuss implications of current approaches
to resource sharing in telecommunication networks, posi-
tion them against the ideas under development, and further,
to introduce and justify perspectives for three-layer model
in relation to operational practices, market constraints, and
technology development. Therefore, aside from the compre-
hensive review, the key input of this paper is the simplified
and abstracted model that arose from authors’ experience in
designing, operating and studying, both actually deployed
and academically investigated network structures and tech-
nologies.

Therefore, this review and position paper is structured
as follows. In Sect. 2 we analyse virtualisation and shar-
ing approaches suitable for wireless and wired networks.
to constitute the rationale for the authors’ position on the
architecture of future communication networks. Next, Sect. 3
discusses the three-layered technical and operational model
to emerge in future communication networks, accompanied
by the presentation of the range of technologies that can be
used to facilitate resource sharing in practice. Finally, Sect. 4
analysesmarket and regulatory constraints,while Sect. 5 con-
cludes the paper.

2 Resource virtualisation and sharing

The virtualisation concept is very broad and although tra-
ditionally attributed to operating systems, it can also be
applied to applications, services, networks and even more.
It is often considered as an enabler for better resource util-
isation and higher efficiency by means of sharing between
different interested parties. Thus, it can be used to reduce
operational costs, and to increase flexibility while maintain-
ing a product-level degree of standardisation. Therefore, it
seems very rational to consider it as a key element of 5G
architecture.

As a term, virtualisation represents a broad idea of sepa-
rating the requests for resources or services from the actual
underlying resources (i.e. infrastructure or software). The
practical implementation of this concept leads to the intro-
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duction of a dedicated abstraction layer which is placed
between the computing, storage or networking hardware
(physical resources layer), and the services running on top of
the underlying infrastructure. This, in consequence, leads to
the isolation of virtual servers (often called virtualmachines),
containers or processes and to the hardware-independence of
the applied solutions [29]. In that context, sharing refers to the
process of simultaneous or non-simultaneous (i.e. consecu-
tive) usage of available resources by different stakeholders
or services.

In principle, virtualisation as an idea cannot be imple-
mented without sharing the available set of resources. More-
over, as these resources may be virtualised, the stakeholders
or services (understood in a very broad sense, e.g. network
operators,mobile users, virtual operating systems, processes)
do not necessarily need to knowor be aware of, what physical
resources have finally been utilised by them. Such a theoret-
ical idea has been applied successfully in microprocessors
and in computer science leading to, e.g. fast development
and popularity of virtual machines (understood as numerous
virtual instances of a system or a computer operated on a
single physical device) and to the cloudification of opera-
tions and resources. In a broader context, this great success
of virtualisation of resources paved the way for network
softwarisation via the application of the so-called Software
Defined Networking (SDN) and Network Function Virtuali-
sation (NFV) [6,9,30].

Software Defined Networking provides a level of abstrac-
tion over network configuration and operation, as it moves
the management duties from single network devices to an
abstracted control layer which is primarily designed to oper-
ate centrally, as well as in a cloud-based but still centrally
operated manner. Since SDN aims at enabling network
control to be dynamic in feature-rich and distributed envi-
ronment, its architecture is based on three layers, i.e. the
infrastructure layer (responsible for forwarding and data pro-
cessing), the controller layer, and the application layer [31],
with OpenFlow being a renowned protocol that standardises
the access to the forwarding plane of an Internet Protocol
(IP) network device (a switch or a router). Network Func-
tion Virtualisation can be a valuable addition to SDN, as the
main objective of NFV is the logical separation of particular
network functions from the underlying hardware and infras-
tructure [32], such as firewalls, Network Address Translation
(NAT) routers, load-balancers, and moving them to a vir-
tualised and often distributed computing environment. The
concept of Network Function Virtualisation has gained sig-
nificant attention in the last few years. The development of
the general idea is more and more visible since numerous
service providers, vendors, and research institutes combined
their efforts under the aegis of the European Telecommuni-
cations Standards Institute (ETSI), creating of the so-called
Industry Specification Group for NFV, made by seven of

the world’s leading telecom network operators in November
2012 [33].

Not only 5G architecture development efforts are aimed at
implementing virtualisation and sharing concepts, but they
seem to impact and benefit from the whole telecommunica-
tions ecosystem. Therefore, the next subsections overview
the most common approaches and objectives of sharing in
wired and wireless networks, since 5G systems are intended
to be based on both.

2.1 Resource sharing in wired networks

Currently, the common form of sharing of wired infrastruc-
ture is related to sharing of last-mile infrastructure. This
type of sharing is typically seen in two flavours: Local Loop
Unbundling (LLU) or Bitstream Access (BSA). LLU means
sharing the local loop (usually a copper pair) with another
operator, and thus it is a physical form of sharing [34]. BSA
refers to the creation of an overlaying broadband data trans-
port service, and thus it is a virtual form of sharing [35].

Historically, these forms of operation were forced on
incumbent telecom operators through regulatory processes,
so operators were obligated to make their copper network
available to other market players. It was observed that typi-
cally LLU has a positive effect on broadband penetration in
the early years [36], but in the following years, as the market
matures and offers a higher level of competition, such a form
of market stimulation is no longer needed [36].

In recent years, many operators have changed their stand-
points and started to treat open access to their infrastructure
as an opportunity to stop competing operators from building
overlapping networks, since there is a possibility of leasing
the existing infrastructure. This approach is especially well
visible in Northern Europe, where the Open Access Network
(OAN)model has been developed [37]. As depicted in Fig. 1,
this model separates the roles of service provider, network
operator and network owner, and thus, it brings the sharing
concept to the extreme. Network owner becomes a whole-
sale infrastructure operator that does not provide end-user
services but leaves these responsibilities to dedicated ser-
vice providers that are being charged for the right to use the
underlying infrastructure and data transport services.

The OAN model is also quite flexible because the three
roles can be aggregated but also distributed among various
parties. So for example in one case a network operator may
also provide services to the end customers while in other case
it may be required to have multiple network operators. Vari-
ous countries and even various regions within a country often
exhibit different needs, customer expectations, cost models,
and thus, require separate analyses. However, in general such
an ownership model can be applied in most cases where net-
work sharing is required from economical point of view.
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Service Providers
(Internet, TV, Phone, CCTV, VoD, etc)

Open Access Network Operator
(Operator of virtualisa�on pla�orm)

Infrastructure Owner
(Switches, Routers, Cabling, Distribu�on Frames, etc.)

Fig. 1 Open access network model [37]

On the one hand, the positive aspect of the OAN model
is that it increases competition on the service provider part,
and on the other hand, it may lead to a monopoly on the
network owner part. That kind of monopoly may result in
limited access to Next Generation Access (NGA) networks
[38] and broadband Internet, and moreover, reduced quality
of the network. Therefore, taking the end-user’s perspective,
it is valid to conclude that there should be at least two compet-
ing infrastructures.Many countries, for example Poland [39],
implement regulations imposing requirements which define
rules for telecommunication installations in public buildings
and collective residential buildings to introduce the obliga-
tion to install different types of last-mile mediums (types
of cables): copper twisted pair, coaxial, optical fibre, and to
terminate them in the distribution frame allowing for easy
access by various operators.

In summary, sharing concepts forwired networks are espe-
cially attractive and needed in rural areas and in developing
markets, where they allow operators to share the entry costs
and limit operational costs. The same applies to those Euro-
pean Union (EU) countries which are lagging behind the
EU average in terms of NGA and broadband deployment,
as evidenced in the European Commission’s Digital Agenda
Scoreboard [40].

2.2 Resource sharing in wireless networks

When applying the ideas of virtualisation and sharing to
wireless communication networks, one may need to com-
pletely redefine the architecture of such networks and to
propose new paradigms describing the processes of design,
deployment and management. A general end-user (regard-
less of it being a mobile user of the cellular network or
a user connected wirelessly to a fibre optics home router)
may use services offered by the service provider, but the lat-
ter is not aware which exactly physical resources (provided
by the infrastructure operator) will be used to deliver the
requested service. The service provider in that case interacts
with the infrastructure operator on the software level, usu-
ally through exchanging control messages with the use of

dedicated Application Programming Interface (API). Let us
briefly discuss two simplified use cases.

In the first case, the mobile user would like to transfer
a portion of data at the desired rate, and hence, sends a
request to the service provider (using the ways and resources
identified in the service license agreement1). Then, the ser-
vice provider realizes this request by the usage of resources
currently available in the heterogenic radio access network
which is a mixture of IEEE 802.11 standard compliant
access-points, cellular networks or point-to-point links).
Moreover, if the user is mobile, the service provider is able
to provide seamless data transfer based on the handover
between different access technologies. The role of service
provider would be to orchestrate the available resources
(delivered by infrastructure operators), as well as, to use
virtualized network functions such as firewalls and load-
balancers, to deliver virtual services to end-users. This case
is illustrated in Fig. 2, where service provider offers a set of
services to end-users, i.e., clients (in this example, there are
four services numbered from 1 to 4), such as video streaming
or file transfer. When the user sends a request for a particular
service (in our case service number 3), this information is fur-
ther relayed to network orchestration system, which selects
the best underlying wireless technology for realization of the
request. In the example, the network orchestrator selected 4G
network to fulfil that particular request.

Another example refers to the situation where the IEEE
802.11 Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) provider
deploys a set of N access points (AP) over a certain area,
and utilising the benefits offered by virtualisation and shar-
ing, creates a set of M virtual access points which are visible
to end-users. In such a case, the end-user is associated with a
certain virtual AP, i.e., it uses a specific Service Set Iden-
tifier (SSID), but at the same time, the user is not even
aware which actual device (WLAN access point) physically
manages the data transmission, as shown in Fig. 3. Please
note that the gain in such an approach is not in increased
capacity of the WLAN system (the total capacity will be
directly dependent on the available physical devices and
occupied channels). The benefits are in fully softwareized
and remote management of available networks. For exam-
ple, a new WLAN network dedicated for one event may be
created without any modification of the real structure of the
network.

Both cases are examples showing the variety of possi-
bilities how virtualisation and sharing paradigms can be
effectively applied in wireless networks. However, let us also
notice that the benefits of virtualisation and sharing have been
already applied, at least to a certain extent, in contemporary
wireless networks. Inmany countries traditionalMobile Net-

1 The exact definition of the random access channel is one of the
research challenges identified later in the next section.
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Fig. 2 Illustration of the concept of wireless network virtualization

Fig. 3 Virtualization of WLAN access points

workOperators (MNO)work in parallelwithMVNOs.As the
former are understood here as entities offering dedicated ser-
vices and utilising their own infrastructure (i.e. managed and
operated directly by them), the virtual operators do not pos-
sess actual infrastructure. They may for example utilise (or
lease) the physically deployed devices, frequencies, licenses
etc. that belong to other stakeholders - either MNOs, or a
dedicated entity called the Mobile Virtual Network Enabler
(MVNE).

Another example involves infrastructure sharing, when
someMNOsagree to share their infrastructure for further cost
reduction. A typical situation occurs in highly saturated or

remote (hard-accessed) areas where it is more cost-effective
to the new operator (who becomes a service provider in that
case) to lease resources that belong to an operator already
well-established in that region (such as spectrum, processing
capabilities in base stations, physical space for antennas or
cards in the cabinets, operation and maintenance staff etc.)
than deploying a new base station. Following [41,42] vari-
ous types of sharing can be identified, e.g. mast sharing, site
sharing, radio-access-network sharing, network roaming and
core-network sharing. Such a variety of opportunities implies
that there is a huge potential behind wireless network virtu-
alisation.
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Fig. 4 Three-layered model of future communication networks (FTTH stands for fibre to the home, and HFC for hybrid fibre coaxial last-mile
access technologies)

3 Three-layeredmodel of future
communication networks

The above observations lead us to the conclusion that future
communication networks would require a revision of the tra-
ditional understanding of their architecture. Following [6],
we envisage that potentially a generalized three-layer archi-
tecture can be applied, as shown in Fig. 4. This high-level
approach assumes that the practical implementation of vir-
tualization in every kind of network (i.e. regardless if wired,
wireless or mixed) will lead to a functional split between
the services offered to end-users and the physical resources
utilized and maintained underneath. These three layers are:
infrastructure layer being the basis for orchestration layer,
and service layer located on top of it.

Let us notice that the three-layer structure may be imple-
mented in various ways, i.e. some layers may bemerged (e.g.
contemporary MNOs operate in all three layers, whereas a
MVNO covers orchestration and service layers) or may be
further split (e.g. infrastructure layers may be split based
on spectrum management into the control layer and the
radio-access infrastructure layer, where the former is respon-
sible for the management of available resources, licenses and
agreements between various stakeholders, whereas the latter
deploys andmaintains only the hardware for radio access).As
the evolution of the networks used so far, 5G architecture will
both benefit from the decades of rapid technological devel-
opments by combining them tomeet the changing needs, and
introduce new ideas into the world of rising 5th generation
networks.

Therefore, the key aspects andmechanisms suitable for the
layers of presented model are discussed in the following sub-
sections. The concept behind each layer and main challenges
are followedby themost promising technological solutions to
support the efforts. Please note that it is not possible today to

answer precisely how exactly these challenges will or should
be addressed. Furthermore, it may be envisaged that consid-
erably much effort is needed to tackle the problems at hand
to bring the concept of three-layer model closer to reality.

3.1 Infrastructure layer

The first (bottom) layer of the proposed model refers to the
physically available resources and will be constituted by
so-called infrastructure operators. This layer will represent
the stakeholders offering the possibilities of using differ-
ent resources, such as access points, base stations, masts,
routers, and optical cables, as well as licensed frequency
bands in radio spectrum sharing models. In the context of
wireless network access, one may imagine the presence
of companies deploying only masts and building backbone
IP/MPLS network to provide wholesale access to the cel-
lular system. Quite similar situation can take place in case
of wired networks where infrastructure operators will build,
own, and operate passive (e.g. cabling, racks) and active (e.g.
routers, power supply systems) infrastructure.Another possi-
ble direction is that the operation andmaintenance of already
deployed infrastructure will be outsourced to dedicated com-
panies (external or subsidiary) to act as an infrastructure
operator, i.e. to companies specialised in the management
of the infrastructure layer. To be able to share the resources
with different wholesale customers, infrastructure operators
need not only to maintain the network but also to operate it
in a way that supports flexible orchestration. Only then the
separation, simultaneousness and accounting of individual
services will be possible. Therefore, hardware and software
vendors, aswell as, network architects have to investigate and
address different challenges discussed in the next subsection.
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3.1.1 Challenges

There are a few challenges in Infrastructure Layer while
implementing resources sharing:

• First, a common interface with a set of SDKs is needed to
control and coordinate the usage of various access tech-
nologies. The orchestrator (described in the following
section) has to be able to communicate effectively with
any supported access technology regardless of the manu-
facturer or vendor of the device. This aspects will require
a common agreement (probably in form of a standard)
between various stakeholders.

• Additionally, a control information overhead is needed
for effective coordination of the underlying access tech-
nologies. However, its inclusions in the whole infor-
mation exchange consumes additional power and band-
width.

• Onemay expect increased complexity of transmitters and
receivers architecture as the resource sharing is to be
implemented at the level of physical medium, e.g. access
to fibre or spectrum;

• On the other hand, if resource sharing is implemented
at higher layer, i.e., above MAC layer, the challenge is
to abstract available resources reliably, e.g. throughput
in wireless network is varying depending on the chan-
nel conditions and interference plus noise floor. Also,
a dedicated mapping tool will be needed which will
be responsible for projecting the transmit opportuni-
ties offered by the specific transmission technique (e.g.
MIMO transmission scheme, multipoint transmission
like Coordinated MultiPoint—CoMP, enhanced inter-
cell interference cancellation ICIC, etc.), to the form
understandable by the orchestration layer (as it is pro-
posed in, e.g. [43].

• Finally, mostly in wireless transmission, additional inter-
ference can be expected as the result of inaccurate and
not-always-reliable decisions of the orchestrator.

3.1.2 Supporting technologies

To tackle the aforementioned challenges, a number of solu-
tions related do different aspects of network architecture will
come in use, as presented hereunder.

Cognitive radio

Cognitive Radio is a concept of a radio being aware of its
operation environment (e.g. wireless devices transmitting
in the neighbourhood, propagation channel characteristics,
regulator policies etc.) and its own capabilities (e.g. trans-
mit power, possible bandwidth and carrier frequency, battery
utilization) [44]. Therefore, it can be a crucial element of
a distributed (uncoordinated) Dynamic Spectrum Access

(DSA) system. Interestingly, its reaction to some obtained
knowledge and the knowledge itself should be described by
means of a high-level XML-like language [44]. As such,
this technology should be capable of deployment in a vir-
tualised 5G network, as its operation (e.g. association to a
given access point, supporting of a given service) can be
dynamically adjusted.

This technology can provide throughput by utilising spec-
tral resources not utilised at a given location/time/frequency
by spectrum license owners (called primary users), what is a
crucial feature of a 5G system, as fast increasing throughput
requirements are limited by available spectrum resources.
Such Cognitive Radio operation should be enabled only if
primary users do not experience harmful interference caused
by additional users authorised to use the spectrum, as in the
Licensed Shared Access (LSA) approach. This puts much
research effort in the design of reliable, yet computation-
ally simple spectrum sensing algorithms [45] in order to
detect active primary users. From the transmitter perspective,
a proper waveform has to be used [17] in order to maximise
throughput while not deteriorating the operation of primary
users detected during the “spectrum sensing” phase. Such an
agile approach to spectrum utilisation can be used by differ-
ent MNOs to share the available bandwidth in the licensed
band. Interestingly, it is probably the only technology that
allows the establishment of device-to-device communication
in a licensed bandwithout network infrastructure access (e.g.
information provided by the control channel). On the other
hand, Cognitive Radio technology can be used to share the
unlicensed band with other transmissions utilising the same
or other radio access technology.

Software defined radio

Software defined radio (SDR) is a technology that shifts all
possible operation in a wireless transceiver to the digital
domain [46]. In the past, all computationally intensive signal
processing operations in wireless transceivers were car-
ried out in Application-Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs).
Anymodification of, e.g. operational bandwidth, modulation
technology or Media Access Control (MAC) layer required
the redesign of an ASIC that consumed a large amount of
time, energy, and money. In the case of an SDR transceiver,
only the Radio Frequency operations have to be carried out
in the analogue domain, e.g. amplification, frequency shift-
ing, filtering. Other operations, after passing the Analog
to Digital Converter, or before the Digital to Analog Con-
verter, are carried out in the digital domain using Digital
Signal Processors (DSP)orField-ProgrammableGateArrays
(FPGA). Most importantly, digital processing is not limited
toMAC layer, decoding, or demodulation. It is currently pos-
sible to also implement the Intermediate Frequency stage in
this domain. Therefore, SDR technology rises as an impor-
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tant feature while providing service in a heterogeneous 5G
network, especially when combined with Cognitive Radio
approach.

From the user and service provider perspective, it is not
important what frequency resources and what radio-access
technology will be used for service provisioning (as a result
of network virtualisation). However, the user terminal should
be able to reconfigure itself to a desired carrier frequency,
load appropriate radio-access technology modules and start
transmission. Therefore, the main cost of SDR is typically
higher energy utilisation of FPGA or DSP boards in compar-
ison to ASIC modules. Moreover, analogue frontends have
to be wideband and not introducing linear distortions to the
signal, resulting in higher cost and energy consumption.

Software defined networks

An approach similar do SDR has gained a lot of attention
in the context of network virtualization, where the idea of
Software Defined Networking (SDN) plays a key role. In a
nutshell, SDN splits the control and data (forwarding) plane
in a centralized network. The idea behind this separation
arose from the need for effective dynamic management of
processing power and storage resources in modern com-
puting environments. Typically, an access to the forwarding
plane of a network is provided by theOpenFlow communica-
tions protocol. This technology became a popular technical
enabler from the network point of view, as it allows to treat
the underlying infrastructure of wired and wireless networks
in an abstracted way, and to steer the traffic in amost efficient
way.

Physical and logical service separation

Similarly to fixed spectral separation (frequency allocation)
in the radio domain, wired communication can be isolated
using physical service tunnelling, i.e. by assigning dedicated
physical resources to distinct services. The creation of such
physical service tunnels provides a strict way to separate par-
ties within a network, since each party obtains a dedicated
and isolated transmission domain, such as dedicated point-
to-point optical fibres (often called dark fibres) or copper
twisted pairs in the last mile (the local loop), etc. Different
optical channels (wavelengths) inWavelength-DivisionMul-
tiplexing (WDM) systems, as well as, different time slots in
Time-Division Multiplexing (TDM) systems.

Besides the aforementioned methods or, more common,
in conjunction with them, various logical separation mech-
anisms are currently applied in core and access networks.
Logical service separation is most often implemented as con-
cept of a virtual tunnel dedicated to a given service in order
to separate it from other services, usually at one of the lay-
ers of the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) reference
model. The logical separation between services provides a

basic building block for concepts of dynamic and on demand
sharing and virtualisation, by the creation of services dedi-
cated to separate data destined for a given party (operator,
company, or end-customer). In W-Fi networks it might be
the use of Basic Service Set Identifier (BSSID) and Service
Set Identifier, while the most common approaches for wired
networks involve the use of Virtual Local Area Networks
(VLANs) defined in IEEE 802.1Q standard, Link Aggrega-
tion according to IEEE 802.1AX-2008 standard, as well as,
MultiprotocolLabel Switching (MPLS) reliant services, such
as, Virtual Leased Line (VLL), Virtual Private LAN Service
(VPLS), and Virtual Private Routed Network (VPRN). Some
protocols often considered today to be outdated, such as,
Frame Relay (FR) and Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM)
may be still in use aswell.Moreover, some network functions
may be virtualised for different sets of services, i.e. available
as NFV modules of routers, firewalls etc.

3.2 Orchestration layer

The second layer consists of a dedicated software platform
responsible for the management, operation and orchestration
of heterogeneous resources delivered from the infrastructure
layer, and delivering these combined virtual resources to ser-
vice providers operating on top of the orchestration layer.
Contemporary MVNE will belong to this layer. In a broader
sense, an exemplary company from the second layer, i.e.
a resource provider, may be responsible for collecting the
resources originated from various infrastructure operators. In
other words, that particular companymay have access to, e.g.
two WLAN access points delivered by infrastructure oper-
ator A, ten WLAN access points from operator B, 20 MHz
of spectrum under LTE-A regime from cellular infrastructure
operatorC, and a set of 10MHz interleaved bands inLicensed
Shared Access paradigm from operator D. Finally, it may
also have access to Fibre To The Home (FTTH) and Hybrid
Fibre Coaxial (HFC) wired networks of a residential oper-
ator, equipped with Customer Premises Equipment (CPE)
which allows for running a virtual access point, i.e. another
SSID, on each home-grade router and WLAN access point
[47]. Having such a set of physically available resources,
the discussed resource provider could create a set of virtual
resources and offer them to service providers (located in the
service layer). For example, it may provide wireless Internet
access at the rate of 1 Gbit/s, with such a high throughput
achieved by joint and load balanced utilisation of WLAN
and cellular resources.

3.2.1 Challenges

Network wide orchestration often covers currently only spe-
cific technologies or functionalities. Main reason for this
is that many hardware vendors expose only a limited set
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of equipment functionalities through dedicated management
protocols or APIs. For example even in case of widely imple-
mented Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP),
which is already almost 30 years old, it is rarely observed that
vendors offer full read and write access to all the functions
available through Command Line Interface (CLI) or Graph-
ical User Interface (GUI).Moreover, orchestration platforms
need to implement various communication protocols and
integrate with many APIs which change in time. Thus, pro-
cess of keeping orchestration mechanisms up to date to be
aware of all the functionalities exposed in recent software
releases of various vendors, technologies and platforms is
a very challenging task. Possibly the best approach would
be to identify the common (probably somehow abstracted)
interface or to define the translation tool that will convert data
from technology-specific messages to the unified form.

Another challenge is to define the effective and pre-
cise way of presenting the transmission opportunities to
the service layer. In other words, how to effectively map
the underlying technologies into the resources that could be
offered (and sold) to the service providers. The immediate
solution is to create and define the virtual resource unit (e.g.
virtual transmission block), and project the transmit oppor-
tunities delivered by the network provider into these virtual
resource units. As the idea is conceptually simple, it is not
straight-forward how to realize it in practice.

3.2.2 Supporting technologies

In order to support the high granularity of control of vir-
tualised networks and services, with the ability to create,
modify and delete services on demand, various configuration
and management protocols can be used to build and execute
centralised software controlled logic for the whole net-
work.Many telecommunications systems are todaymanaged
with the use of Transaction Language 1 (TL1), SNMP, and
Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA),
as well as, with the newer ones, such as, Technical Report
069 (TR-069), Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol
(XMPP) or Network Configuration Protocol (NETCONF)
with YANG and ConfD data models, accompanied by the
increasing popularity of Python programming language for
network orchestration purposes. Aside from network con-
figuration mechanisms there are existing concepts and tools,
discussed further on, that can be used to support orchestration
of future networks.

Network function virtualization

Virtualization of network resources is considered as an effi-
cient tool for optimization of network services. In particular,
it is responsible for handling of various network functions
operating on virtual machines, which in turn are constituted
based on abstraction of underlying hardware, such as routers

or switches. It is designed to manage numerous virtual com-
ponents.

Some interesting solutions have been proposed, e.g. the
NFV management and organization (MANO) framework
proposed by NFV MANO ETSI ISG. The latter consists of
three key functional blocks: NFV Orchestrator, VNF Man-
ager and Virtualized InfrastructureManager. In general NFV
concept in our three layer model belongs to infrastructure
layer. However, management required by NFV belongs to
orchestration layer.

SDN controllers platforms

SDN controllers provide network wide intelligence over
SDN networks. SDN controllers enable global networkman-
agement through a logical centralization of control functions,
allowing control of multiple network devices as one infras-
tructure element. Data flows are controlled at the level of
the abstract global network not associated with individual
devices. Some of the well-known SDN controller platforms
are Floodlight [48], OpenDaylight [49], OpenContrail [50],
etc.

Operations support systems

Various Operations Support Systems (OSS) [51] implement
network orchestration, although in typical cases, only related
to access network. This is because OSS mostly support pro-
cesses involved in activation and deactivation of services
for individual customers, as well as, in maintaining net-
work inventory. Therefore, OSS are usually not involved in
orchestration of a complete networks. Nevertheless, when
adequately modified and extended, they might be useful in
orchestration of currently operated networks to be incorpo-
rated into 5G networks.

3.3 Service layer

The service layer, located on top of the two lower layers,
represents the stakeholders responsible for end-user centric
marketing and sales, customer service, as well as, service
management and delivery. In such an approach, the end-
user will contact the service layer company, i.e. the service
provider, discussing the set of necessary and desired services.
Those services will most likely be Internet Protocol based,
since it is currently the de-facto standard for communica-
tion at the application level within and between different
types of packet networks. Hence, upon the request prop-
erly initiated by any IP-reliant end-user application, service
providers will allocate particular virtual resources delivered
by resource providers and serve necessary facilities to the
client. As an example, a 4K TV provider can utilise the
resources delivered by broadcasters (for regular TV chan-
nels), cellular networks (for video streaming) or WLAN
access points (for offloading some of the traffic). In a differ-
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ent case, a company offering video surveillance services may
utilise cellular networks for transferring video signals, while
utilising a dedicated citizen residential machine-to-machine
IEEE 802.15.4-based network for short message transmis-
sion. In both cases, the service provider may not be the owner
of any hardware and may only sell the services to the end-
customers. This approach enables the support of any type of
IP-based applications, provided that the end-user device is
able to communicate via different access technologies to opti-
mize the utilization of available resources by link aggregation
(channel bonding), load balancing, parallel transmissions,
etc.

Alternatively, in the efforts to optimize network and com-
puting platforms utilization, novel alternatives to IP-based
networking are investigated, such as Named Data Net-
working (NDN) aimed at introducing data-centric network
architecture and addressing with the support of efficient data
caching [52] [X2].

3.3.1 Challenges

One of the key challenges in the virtualized world, where
the end-user is not aware of the underlying technology,
is to propose the effective way of random access to the
medium, authentication and authorization. These processes
are conducted in various way depending on the technol-
ogy and applied communication standard. In consequence,
there should be a tool for seamless authorization, authentica-
tion, and channel access based on the personalized key. The
work on vertical handover, or in general media-independent-
handover may be treated as the baseline for further research
on this topic [53–55].

Another challenge related somehowwith theonedescribed
above is to deal with the security issues. New techniques for
guaranteeing the secure service delivery are subject to deep
investigation, as new threats may be identified.

3.4 Comparison of the proposed architecture and
the traditional approach

As the three-layer model has been proposed, in this section
we aim to compare it with the traditional approach. In fact, it
is impossible to state what should be the best reference sce-
nario to compare, as various models and technologies exist
today on the market. Thus, we make a specific exemplifica-
tion based on the model where all of the layers are located
within the administrative domain of a single operator. There-
fore, we consider a scenario in which the mobile network
operator owns spectrum licenses, deploys and manages the
whole infrastructure, and is responsible for providing ser-
vices to the end-users. The comparison is presented in a
structured form in Table 1.

3.5 Exemplary use case

In order to simplify presentation of the three-layer model,
let us consider an exemplary use-case. We assume that there
is a need in the local society for some specific wireless ser-
vices, e.g. reliable-delivery of 4K video. At the same time,
regular cellular users have to be served with agreed Quality-
of-Service parameters. Let us imagine also that there exists an
infrastructure for LTE-A cellular networking, a set of densely
deployed WLAN access points and some microwave links.
Moreover, the household users are connected to the fibre-
based Internet.

In a traditional case, there will be at least one mobile
network operator who will be in possession of the entire
cellular infrastructure, and who will deliver LTE-A con-
nectivity to the end-users. It may not be interested (due to
various reasons) in offloading data service using the WLAN
access points which are not under its control, unless the
Licensed Assisted Access (LAA) scheme is guaranteed. The
fixed-internet connectivity will be guaranteed by the Internet
Service Provider (ISP), whomay deploy also its ownWLAN
infrastructure. Agreements between the MNOs and ISPs
may be necessary to guarantee seamless vertical handover
between these types of networks. Moreover, the end-user is
obliged to sign at least two agreements (one with MNO and
one with ISP) for the connectivity services. Now, in order
to offer the required wireless delivery of 4K video, it is the
MNOwho couldmake the investments in the network ormay
try to establish newvirtual operatorwhichwill be responsible
for management of this part of services. In the next step, the
same infrastructure of MNO will be used to serve the typi-
cal cellular network users and the 4K users. Following recent
achievements in this area, the network slicing approach could
be a well-tailored solution to this problem. Following [56],
various services may be provided within the dedicated so-
called network slices, consisting of set of virtual functions
run on the same infrastructure. These virtual functions are
managed by an orchestrator, that is in charge of configuring
the slice according to the specific requirements of the service.

Let us now analyse the same situation from the perspective
when the three-layer model has been applied. Then, theoret-
ically, one may imagine the presence of a company whose
responsibility will be the deployment and management of
entire infrastructure (including wireless part consisting of
cellular and WLAN elements, as well as wired part, i.e.
fibre-links). The wholesale infrastructure provider has no
interest in any personal (single-user) marketing, and only
sells the “network capacity” through a orchestrator to a ser-
vice provider. The latter is located on top of the three-layer
model, and it is the typical service company which does not
possess any underlying hardware. The company is only offer-
ing services to the clients based on the agreements made
between the company and end-users. The orchestrating com-
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Table 1 Comparison of the proposed three-layer model with the traditional vertical approach

Feature Three-layer model Traditional model Other comments

Ownership It is possible that each layer
will be a subject of
interest of a separate
company: one for
infrastructure delivery,
one for service offers and
another for spectrum
management and network
orchestration

In this scheme, it is the
(mobile) network operator
who manages and invests
in each layer of the three
layer model

Mixture of these two
models are possible; there
could be a company that
manages both hardware
and spectrum resources
but does not offer services
to single clients

The split of ownership is
horizontal

The vertical split among
three layers is applied in
traditional approach

Investments In the three-layer model
lower investments can be
envisaged, as these are
limited to a single layer

Huge investments are
required to grant spectrum
access, to deploy network
architecture and offer
services to the end-users

Business model In this approach the
business model is highly
flexible; separate
investment policies may
be applied for each layer,
since each layer exhibits a
different profit margins
and different return
periods

Classic solutions for service
delivery based on the
owed underlying
infrastructure are applied

It is worth mentioning that
three-layer model enables
natural form of
collaboration of different
vertical markets on a
single layer. So, for
example towers used for
transport of energy may
be also used for transport
of information by telecom
operators

Costs Depending on the layer, the
CAPEX/OPEX figures are
different. However, as for
the infrastructure layer
both costs are high, while
for service layer these
values will are relatively
low, but profit margins are
also low. So as a
consequence, service
provides need to operate
at much wider scale

In the classic approach,
both costs are relatively
high since they include
blended costs of the
related three layers

In both models high costs of
infrastructure investments
create bottleneck for fast
development, as the rate
of return and the typical
time for acceptable return
of investment are rather
challenging

Technology-focused or technology-agnostic In a virtualized world
described by the three
layer model, the
underlying infrastructure
(thus transmission
technology) is transparent
to the service providers.
The service provider is
not aware of transmission
standard used for
guaranteeing its service
delivery. The underlying
transmission technology
may be upgraded with
new features or may even
be replaced

Network operators have to
plan their investment
carefully; as their
selection of the
transmission technology
will either prevail or
impair their position on
the market

Operators of a single layer
in the three-layer model
may in theory operate in
more efficient way since
given layer may be
offered to various vertical
markets. Thus, the
technology of a single
layer may combine
requirements of various
vertical markets

pany (located in the middle-layer) creates the slice based on
the infrastructure delivered by the infrastructure provider.

Let us put this example into more details. The classical
cellular users which make phone calls and surf the Internet
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requires X resources offered by the orchestrator (the exact
mathematical definition of the resource is beyond the scope
of this paper, but one may refer to the concept of virtualized
resources discussed in e.g. [43]). At the same time, the 4K
users will require Y resources, which will be probably much
bigger value than X. Now, as the underlying infrastructure
will be virtualized, it is the role of the orchestrator to map
these X resources to physical resources using all available
transmission techniques (e.g. radio spectrum, or optical band-
width). For example, one required set of resources X may be
guaranteed by network access viaWLAN channels in 5 GHz
band connected to fibre network. If these bands are already
occupied, the orchestrator may select to switch to LTE-A
resource blocs with certain version of MIMO transmission
scheme, and in that case, the traffic will go through the cel-
lular infrastructure. At the same time, the 4K users will be
scheduled to use available beamforming technology, as it will
guarantee the easiest way to deliver the required Y resources.
In both cases, the work done by the orchestrator is transpar-
ent to the end-user, regardless if the service is delivered using
LTE-AmassiveMIMOscheme, or viaWLAN infrastructure.
Please note that in such an approach user authentication will
be required only between service provider and the client,
there could be no need to distinguish between the SIM card
users and SSID owners, or any other authentication model.
Of course, the critical issue is to guarantee the delivery of
required services and to keep the security of the end-user at
the highest level [57,58]. However, as this is a novel concept,
much effort should be done towards this direction.

4 Market and regulatory constraints

Contemporary operators may welcome the evolving virtu-
alisation and sharing paradigms, since these methods allow
them to focus on operational costs and revenues only. How-
ever, this may lead to the consolidation of specific functions
or network layers by a single specialised entity.

Therefore, a company facing the decision of becoming
only a service provider without its own infrastructure needs
to analyse risks associated with a limited (minimal) influence
on the network or networks it will operate on. In such a case,
an agreed form of monitoring of the network quality and reli-
ability must be defined in a Service Level Agreement (SLA),
i.e. a part of the network sharing contract that defines the
details regarding the acceptable parameters of the network,
such as, packet loss and two-way delay, or the maximum
time a network-related failure should be resolved in. Sharing
agreements between operators (providers) are usually regu-
lated by law, and therefore, different regulators’ opinions on
these matters are presented hereunder.

In January 2016, the Polish Office of Competition and
Consumer Protection (Pol. Urza̧d Ochrony Konkurencji i

Konsumentów – UOKiK) has published an opinion [59] that
sharing passive infrastructure in general may result in both
positive and negative effects on the market and especially
on the competition. UOKiK states that it is desirable to sup-
port sharing in less attractive low urbanised areas where it is
difficult to deliver high quality services by more than one
telecommunications network. However, sharing of infras-
tructure in urban areas in Poland does not seem necessary.
Moreover, from the point of view of market competition, it
may be undesirable. In general, due to the potential risks that
infrastructure sharing can cause, UOKiK will actively moni-
tor and analyse the effects of such collaborations on thePolish
market. The assessment of network sharing will be made
after each analysis of the market environment. The French
L’Autorité deRégulation desCommunicationsElectroniques
et des Postes (ARCEP) published an opinion [60] regarding
two sharing agreements, and stated that such a cooperation
between operators can only be allowed for a limited amount
of time. The first part of the opinion is connected with a
2G/3G roaming agreement between two operators, i.e. Free
Mobile and Orange. ARCEP demands that the agreement
should be terminated immediately. The second part of the
opinion referred to the SFR and Bouygues Telecom agree-
ment on sharing their 2G/3G/4G networks. ARCEP wants
to verify if this agreement results in improved coverage and
quality of service for customers. Moreover, ARCEP requires
that the agreement should be valid only for a limited amount
of time.

The above shows differing regulators’ opinions related to
infrastructure sharing. However, in regard to spectrum shar-
ing, there seems to be a consensus between regulators and
operators on the fact that shared spectrum access is desirable,
as it enables to achieve high spectrum utilisation provided
that sharing is managed and interference is controlled by
means of careful frequency allocations. Moreover, the regu-
lators aim to stimulate both market competition and efficient
radio frequency utilisation. This opinion was presented for
example by the British Office of Communications (Ofcom)
[61]. In general, Ofcom goals are to increase the license-
exempt spectrum and increase spectrum sharing. The study
predicts that WLAN and mobile Internet will soon become
congested and that is the reason why spectrum sharing is
crucial in three scenarios:

• Indoor WLAN—to facilitate the extension of currently
allocated frequency bands in 5 GHz range and sharing of
additional bands with existing services;

• Small cell outdoor—to prevent the deployment of many
competing small cell networks which could cause signif-
icant interference;

• Internet of Things—to provide the spectrum in situations
where infrequently a small amount of data needs to be
send over a short distance.
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In the United States, the Federal Communications Com-
mission (FCC) also supports spectrum sharing [62] by
specifying new rules for the use of the 3550–3700 MHz
band and making it available for new Citizens Broadband
Radio Service (CBRS). The new scheme proposes that the
spectrum should be shared between existing licensed incum-
bents and two new categories of operators: Priority Access
(operators holding commercial licenses) and General Autho-
rized Access (free of charge without the need for licenses).
Implementing such a scheme effectively moves away from
traditional licensed and unlicensed frequency bands and pro-
vides a first step towards dynamic and efficient frequency
allocation.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented the perspectives for resource
virtualisation and sharing in the context ofwireless andwired
networks evolution towards the 5th generation. The discussed
concepts will shape the future of networking in the follow-
ing years, changing the telecommunications landscape, most
likely taking the form of three-layeredmodel described in the
paper. Today various paradigms and technologies are avail-
able to facilitate effective resource sharing, while new ones
are still being developed. Therefore, it is valid to assume
that a 5G network will operate not only on different net-
working technologies but also under different configuration
and operational regimes to best meet the area-specific needs.
Moreover, a virtualised and shared model of operation, in
general, seems to increase operators’ efficiency and reduce
the entry barrier for a newly emerged service provider. From
the user’s perspective, it can reduce service price and pro-
vide access to a wider scope of services. However, resource
sharing not only presents new technical and operational chal-
lenges but is also related to various legal and regulatory
aspects and constraints. Therefore, it needs to be flexible and
allow for modifications during its lifespan. Models of coop-
eration are continually evolving because the expectations of
the owners and users of different network layers tend to differ
and vary in time. Furthermore, country-specific regulations
may introduce restrictions, and hence, these models should
be designed and applied with well-defined exit strategy pro-
cedures.
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